
Beginners 4-Day Training 
Law enforcement & security professionals.  
Israeli Tactical School is internationally renowned for the quality of its 
programs. Many of our graduates incorporate our combat education 
to work on shooting fundamentals, live-room clearing in 360 shoot 
houses, or as an introduction to the Israeli Secret Service (Shin Bet) 
active shooter tactics. These tactics are battle tested again and 
again in Israel in the war against terror.


Israeli Tactical School is first and foremost an elite counter-terror 
school. Alongside shooting skills and self-defense tactics, we teach 
students  to adopt the Israeli mindset, As a result, our graduates are 
more aggressive, decisive and confident in a gun fight, which in turn 
increases their ability to survive and protect their loved ones. 

Our tuition fees begin at $ 400, and include:   
• All course materials, ammo, guns and gear

• Internationally recognized Israeli Tactical School diploma

• Additionally, credits earned can be applied towards our 

professional bodyguard and law enforcement courses.


Contact us: 
202-674-7255 
tomer.israeli@israeliTactical.com 

        www.israeliTactical.com

Learn from the best in the business. 
Our lead instructors are former U.S. & Israeli Secret Service 
(Mossad/Shin-Bet) Special Agents, Counter-Terror specialists and 
U.S. Army veterans. They provide second-to-none professional training 
with minimal classroom time and ample realistic live-fire exercises. Our 
curriculum focuses on proven, battle-tested methods and utilizes the 
latest technologies, providing our graduates with a competitive edge in 
the industry.


Learn to overcome aggressors in any scenario.  

The program was designed especially for beginners and consists of six 
stages - altogether, about 60 hours of training with emphasis on live-
fire exercises for self defense in urban settings and concealed carry 
training involving vehicles as well as live-fire CQB exercises at 
270/360 shoot houses and live-fire two-man exercises (TAC 6 level). 

Modular step-by-step program designed for 
beginners. 
Our program starts with the most basic fundamentals of gun safety, gun 
handling and use or force. We then step into the world of home defense 
emergency scenarios and basic techniques such as sights use, fine 
trigger work, draw from the holster, mags change up and more (TAC 1 
and TAC 2).


Students who are confident about their grasp of fundamentals are 
introduced to room clearing and movement shooting (TAC 3) and 
beyond during TAC 4, as we incorporate realistic home environment and 
urban scenarios. 


TAC 5 was designed for students proficient in TAC 3 and 4 content. The 
curriculum includes live-fire shooting from vehicles for concealed carry 
students as well as for first responders in emergency situations. Home-
defense students will benefit from obtaining superior, more advanced 
skills to handle prime self-defense challenges. 
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